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Drive Situational Awareness through 
Mobile Visibility
Apptricity Supply Chain Management is an advanced mobile solution suite 
that automates supply chain operations. With unprecedented insight, 
visibility and control, you can now effectively manage complex supply 
chain operations that include asset tracking, inventory management, 
order fulfillment, warehouse management, supplier integration and 
more.
All Apptricity solutions utilize a common service-oriented architecture 
(SOA) platform, enabling you to select the individual modules you need 
for end-to-end supply chain automation. You can also add solutions from 
the Apptricity Spend Management solution suite to tie together additional 
corporate functions and automate your entire enterprise. 

Our innovative platform is uniquely designed to handle far-reaching 
supply chain automation projects that require integration with dozens 
of other systems. The Apptricity integration engine connects directly to 
your existing systems, providing a robust cross-functional solution and 
maximizing the value of corporate resources.
With a flexible business rules engine and the ability to customize all fields, 
screens and menus, Apptricity Supply Chain Management addresses 
the needs of organizations of any size. Available separately or within an 
integrated system, the solutions can be deployed in your data center or in 
the cloud. 
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Apptricity Asset
Apptricity Asset supplies comprehensive enterprise-wide tracking, 
maintenance and valuation for all assets. Critical data for making solid 
purchasing, scheduling, useful-life and salvaging decisions is at your 
fingertips. Our solution manages the entire asset lifecycle, which includes 
monitoring unused and assigned equipment. The system also tracks 
service contracts and maintenance schedules to lower the total cost of 
ownership by eliminating manual processes. Depreciation models are 
simplified through the system’s valuation capabilities. 
The solution utilizes global positioning system (GPS) technology as well as 
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and/or barcodes for enhanced 
tracking and location verification. Location history and complete chain-
of-custody records are maintained for every asset. You can accurately 
account for all assets across each facility and gain immediate access to 
the procurement-to-retirement lifecycle using real-time data available 
through any Web browser and virtually any mobile device. Assets 
scanned via Wi-Fi or cellular are immediately synchronized with Asset. 
In areas without communication access, users can scan assets and 
automatically sync the data once a network becomes available. 

Apptricity Work Order
Apptricity Work Order gives you start-to-finish control of the work order 
process by tracking all details pertaining to requested services. From 
creating and assigning requests to prioritizing work orders according to 
predefined specifications, our solution provides all the necessary tools 
to keep employees organized and management informed. The system 
supports configuration according to your business rules. You can include 
budgeted hours or costs — including markups — with each work order to 
keep services within budget and maintain profit margin. 
Jobs are executed with efficiency, in the correct order and according to 
need. Drag-and-drop functionality allows you to quickly assign new work 
orders to a specific date and/or employee. Technicians can perform their 
tasks by using the system on a mobile device, even capturing approval 
signatures digitally. This vastly improves efficiencies while promoting a 
paper-free process and supporting green initiatives. Our solution makes 
it easy to enforce employee accountability, ensure timely responses and 
safeguard work quality, all while contributing to the bottom line. 



Apptricity Inventory 
Apptricity Inventory forms the foundation for all inventory control 
processes within the Apptricity Supply Chain Management solution 
suite. Configurable for remote, depot or other more fluid distribution 
environments, Inventory gives you the ability to manage inventory 
across multiple sites in your supply chain without having to invest in 
the infrastructure, people, equipment and processes required for a 
traditional, full-scale warehouse operation. 
Using a Web browser or virtually any mobile device, personnel can 
oversee inventory levels, trends, locations and more, supported by a 
user-friendly interface and efficient reporting functions. Users can also 
perform inventory control processes such as movements, adjustments 
and receiving and gain real-time visibility across multiple facilities. In 
addition, the streamlined nature of the system affords a dramatically 
reduced implementation timeframe, giving you the benefit of a rapid 
return on investment (ROI).

Apptricity Warehouse 
Apptricity Warehouse applies cutting-edge technology to the age-old 
struggle of efficiently managing both your warehouse processes and 
inventory from end to end. The solution enables you to manage your 
entire operation — from inbound shipments to inventory control as 
well as picking and shipping — all with the click of a mouse or touch of 
a screen via an intuitive, user-friendly interface. Specialized tools help 
minimize lost revenue from stock-outs, spoilage and shrinkage.
The system directs tasks within your operation, reducing the need 
for employee training and improving support for seasonal workers. 
Warehouse efficiencies are multiplied due to the ability to optimize 
pick locations based on usage frequency to accelerate the picking 
and shipping of products. The solution can be configured to support 
returns for replacement or repair, enabling recalibration and servicing 
operations. Integrated yard management capabilities give you visibility 
into the exact age and location of your trailers and how long each dock 
door has been occupied. Alerts can be set to warn managers when 
thresholds are exceeded. 
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About Apptricity 
Apptricity Corporation provides mission-
critical supply chain management and 
spend management solutions to small, 
midsize and global enterprises and 
government organizations worldwide. 
Apptricity software and solutions mobilize 
any enterprise with unprecedented levels 
of real-time information and business 
intelligence so management has visibility 
into every action and transaction within 
the enterprise and among its partners, 
customers and suppliers. Powered by 
Apptricity JetStream platform, our solutions 
enhance legacy enterprise applications and 
extend the value of information technology 
investments. Our platform enables us 
to address the universal objectives of 
business, government and the military 
with accelerated business processes and 
command visibility. 

For more information,  
visit http://www.apptricity.com.

Apptricity Field Services
Apptricity Field Services combines multiple Apptricity Supply Chain 
Management solutions — including Asset, Inventory, Work Order and more 
— to extend them into the field. Accessible on virtually any mobile device, 
Field Services makes real-time information available to the dispatcher, the 
field service technician or engineer, and upper management. 
GPS technology as well as RFID tags and/or barcodes provide enhanced 
tracking and location verification. You never lose track of inventory as it 
is stored, loaded on vehicles, used or delivered. The solution significantly 
reduces excessive service calls, optimizes driving routes and ensures that 
“lost” tools and equipment are no longer an issue. Field Services can also 
track labor hours for each task for billing and analytical reporting. The 
system’s advanced capabilities make your field operations measurably 
more effective, efficient and profitable.
Tracking, monitoring and management capabilities also extend to 
every aspect of your fleet assets. Precise analytics on fleet utilization 
and performance help improve equipment availability, reliability and 
longevity. Built-in reporting features provide insight into your operations 
and related expenses. In addition, Field Services vastly improves your 
visibility by closely monitoring fleet maintenance and repair operations, 
staff assignments, outsourced work, and more. Fleet personnel across 
your enterprise receive the tools and data to efficiently manage daily 
maintenance activities in light of the long-term strategic goals of your 
organization.

Bringing the Mobile Enterprise to Supply Chain 
Management
A leading provider of innovative mobile enterprise software worldwide, 
Apptricity combines a state-of-the-art user experience, forward-
thinking designs and innovative technologies. We use our extensive 
experience in the enterprise-wide integration of multiple systems to 
integrate new applications and open systems with existing technology 
investments. Our supply chain subject matter expertise enables us to 
deliver comprehensive, modular solutions that solve complex business 
problems and multiply your efficiencies, moving your business ahead of 
the competition. 
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